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Critical thinking skills sometimes seem to be omitted from Bible study groups. Adults today

can gain much greater insight into how God wants us to live when teachers challenge

learners to use critical thinking skills in Bible studies. Critical thinking is not the same as being

critical, however. Critical thinking can engage us in deeper levels of learning and help

learners integrate Scripture into their lives in life-changing ways.

As we think carefully and evaluate content, we become more aware of material that helps us

evaluate assumptions that may have been based on inaccurate information. In the end,

critical thinking often guides us toward more personalized meaning and relevance of

Scripture.

Critical thinking skills are not impossible to learn, even though we may not have used these

skills. Develop critical thinking skills using several approaches to questions and interaction.

Challenge learners to clarify their assumptions and beliefs. Ask learners to give examples of

how they have practiced or applied the information. Ask them to rephrase a thought or

passage. Ask what they mean when they comment on a passage.

Probe comments and questions to discover assumptions. We often are guilty coming to class

with predetermined ideas about what something should mean. Ask learners to explain the

assumptions they have regarding an interpretation or idea. Sometimes the foundations are

skewed slightly from what Scripture intended.

Challenge learners to justify their ideas and assumptions with evidence. Answers such as "I

just believe it" or "That’s what I learned before" give no evidence of integrating the passage

into their lives. It’s merely something that has cognitive recognition.

Ask for other perspectives. Sometimes we fail to walk in the other person’s shoes when we

draw lines in the sand on an issue. Some adults have good reason for responding the way

they do because their life experiences have brought them to a place where the truth has

become more relevant and real. Ask learners what someone who believed differently might

say.

Challenge learners to come up with ideas about the consequences of beliefs and actions. Ask

them to think about how their actions based on an idea can lead to good - or even bad -

results for others. If they make a statement that assumes others should believe it too - such

as, good Christians will read their Bible for (whatever) - ask the speaker to consider

consequences of such assumptions in other circumstances.

God’s Word does not change. Yet, sometimes our assumptions about both interpretations

and applications may lead us off into slightly off-base ideas and foundations. Critical thinking

- getting learners to consider their beliefs and ideas carefully based on correct information

and interpretations - can keep learners moving forward toward spiritual transformation.
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